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ABSTRACT

Measuring the availability status of over 11,000 services in a large-scale competitive cyber defense exercise
Locked Shields is a difficult, but still manageable task when using scalable monitoring solutions such as
Nagios in combination with distributed event logging. However, maintaining constant situation awareness
(SA) over the status of 11,000+ services is considerably more challenging. Similar problems trouble net-
work operations centers (NOCs) globally. This work aims to address this problem by proposing a SERVICE

MEASUREMENT MAP to visually describe the current and historical state of monitored services.

1 INTRODUCTION

In a nutshell, Locked Shields (LS) is an international live-fire cyber defense exercise organized annually
by the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (NATO CCD COE). In 2016, the training
audience comprised 20 Blue teams who were tasked to maintain the networks and services in a fictional, yet
realistic scenario. During the 2-day competitive exercise almost 100 potential cyber attacks were carried out
and scored against each Blue team. In addition to technical challenges, the participants need to handle and
report incidents, solve forensic challenges, as well as respond to legal and media inquiries. Teams are given
control of identical virtual environments comprising over 70 hosts. [1] [2]

1.1 Background

The LS exercise spans two days and is built up as a competitive game featuring a fictional scenario in which
the defending (i.e. Blue) teams are scored based on their performance in several different categories such
as defending against cyber attacks, incident reporting, situation reporting, responding to scenario injects and
last but not least keeping their systems available to customers and end users. Scoring is an integral part of
the exercise, because participants need to know how well they performed in the challenges set out for them
and also compared to other teams. The final score will decide which team will be the winner of the entire
Locked Shields exercise.

In 2016 the exercise involved over 500 participants, each represented one of five different roles: Blue
team (i.e., defence), Red team (i.e., attacks), Yellow team (i.e., situational awareness), Green team (i.e.,
exercise infrastructure), and White team (i.e., exercise management, media, etc.). The Blue teams assumed
to role of rapid-reaction teams assisting the fictional country of Berylia that is in conflict with another fictional
country named Crimsonia (represented by the red team). Each Blue team was made up of 12 to 16 members.
The exercise comprised two days (8 hours per day) of intense game-play time, but it is important to bear
in mind that the development and testing of the game infrastructure required several months of hard work
before the actual execution.
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Each Blue team was responsible for maintaining the continuous operation of over 70 different hosts
which were monitored by the scoring server for calculating the availability of each required service. Avail-
ability, one of the most significant scores in the competition, is calculated based on the routine measurements
(i.e., service checks) of approximately 570 services per team. Measurements are performed by common
open-source monitoring tools (such as Nagios Core [3] and Selenium WebDriver [4]), as well as custom
agents written specifically for the purpose of testing the outgoing network connectivity of Blue team hosts.
Most service checks are initiated at least once or twice per minute, which results in more than unique 300
measurements taken every second.

The infrastructure featured a wide variety of systems — Windows servers, Windows workstations, Linux
servers, Linux workstations, FreeBSD, and Cisco IOS. In addition to system administration and system
hardening tasks, the teams were also faced with forensic and legal challenges, as well as various injects
from the game’s media team. This meant that the defending blue teams had to include specialists with very
different skills in order to be able to address all the required expertise.

1.2 Problem Statement

One might say that an easy solution for the Green and Yellow teams to achieve SA would be to follow
incoming alerts. This might hold true in an organizational setting where NOCs are expected to react to all
alerts about problematic services displayed to them, meaning that all alerts are supposed to be investigated.
However, this is not the case during the LS exercise. The Blue teams are under intense attacks and they are
required to make quick decisions in defending and reconfiguring their systems. Often their response is be to
take a service offline until it has been patched. All those activities can result in services being unavailable
for some period of time. Despite the highly volatile conditions, there are a number of situations which do
require immediate attention from the Green team infrastructure administrators. Take for instance, underlying
infrastructure (e.g., physical servers, network devices, storage, etc.) failure that is not part of the exercise
scenario, but is negatively affecting the availability of one or more Blue teams. Furthermore, looking only at
the list of current problematic services might not be enough to grasp more complex issues. Also, following
the incoming event log is overwhelming just due to large amount of events.

Even though the primary purpose of this monitoring system is measuring the availability of Blue teams
for scoring, the system has served as a good indicator of infrastructure malfunctions in the past; however,
limited overview of services using traditional tools has encumbered both perception and comprehension of
operators [5]. In addition to aiding operators, different visualizations often play a key role in providing SA
to decision makers, or simply when briefing interested observers during the exercise. Switching between
multiple views or event logs is not an effective way of providing SA to non-operators. For example, various
views and dashboards provided by Nagios Core are fairly limited: e.g., providing only a high level statistical
overview of the current state (no details and no historical information), list of current problematic services
(limited overview, no historical information), list of historical events with some basic filtering capability
(no overview), or statistical reports. Commercial versions and various forks of Nagios might provide more
options, however, we have not come across a solution that would enable examining the current as well as
historical situation of multiple services. Typically, several queries have to be made in order to gather all
facets required for a deeper situational understanding. With existing solutions there was no single view to
display all this information. Therefore, we set out to build our own solution.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

For years we have been looking for various open-source maps and dashboards designed for NOCs to keep
an eye on the state of the network environment [6]. However, we were unable to find a solution that would
attempt to display all service measurements on a single timeline. Therefore, we developed the initial version
of SERVICE MEASUREMENT MAP for the LS 2016 exercise as a custom web application supported on most
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Table 1: Description and color coding of potential events

Status code Color Description
0 Green Service up
1 Yellow Minor problem
2 Red Critical problem
3 Orange Other problem
-1 Gray Measurement system error

N/A Black No measurement

modern browsers compatible with HTML5 and JavaScript. The web application subscribes to the feed from
the Apache Kafka [7] distributed messaging system that is responsible for collecting the check results from
different monitoring nodes (i.e., Nagios, Selenium and the custom agents mentioned in section 1.1).

SERVICE MEASUREMENT MAP is a 2-dimensional (2D) visual representation of measurements from
a large number of services. It is essentially a rectangular map where each square element represents one
unit of time (e.g., 1 minute) per measured service. The operator could click on any square to reveal more
detailed description of the event. Elements are color coded according to the nature of the measurement result
(see Table 1). Timeline is placed on the horizontal axis and services are listed vertically. To illustrate, we
have provided the measurement maps of two Blue teams as appendices of this paper. These figures and their
relevance will be explained in the following paragraphs.

The map produces horizontal lines in case of persisting service problems, and vertical line patterns in case
of infrastructure failures. For instance, a vertical pattern of problematic services spanning through a Blue
team’s service map would suggest potential infrastructure problems. A similar pattern occurring for all teams
would confirm the suspicion and is a clear indication of larger failure. For example, the pattern indicated
with blue arrows in Figures 1 and 2 was caused by a router malfunction which was quickly discovered.
Moreover, rectangular patterns forming within a team’s map reveals problems with specific service groups
(e.g., hosts within the same network segment are unavailable). Alternatively, if the line patterns are constantly
fluctuating between OK and non-OK states, and the target service is actually confirmed to be operating
normally, the measurement system itself or the underlying infrastructure might have become unstable and
experience intermittent disruptions.

Initial idea was to have each block represent one measurement, however, not all services are measured
with the same check interval. Simple checks can be run more frequently than complex resource intensive
ones. Over time, the number of data points for different services would vary and the map would become
jagged and uneven. Consequently, measurements taken at the same time would not line up and form expected
patterns. Thus, we needed to specify a fixed timeline. If no measurements are recorded within one minute,
the square would be drawn black to indicate a missing measurement. Alternatively, when more than one
result is recorded, the square would display information for both measurements. Likewise, if measurements
with different states (i.e., different color codes) occur within one minute, the color of the block will be a
combination of the colors provided in Table 1.

” hos tname ” | ” s e r v i c e ” | ” s e r v i c e s t a t e ” | ” t e x t o u t p u t ” | ” t i m e s t a r t ” | ” t imeend ”

”ws4−02. i n t . b l u e # # . ex ” | ” s s h ” | ” CRITICAL ” | ” No r o u t e t o h o s t ” |”1429768823”
|”1429768826”

Listing 1: Service measurement log line example

Furthermore, in a distributed infrastructure check results sent to the central log collector might be delayed
due to various connectivity issues. These entries are not discarded — each measurement is accompanied with
the initiation and completion timestamp. For this we implemented a custom log line format, that includes
all the necessary information (see template and example log line from Listing 1). With this information, it is
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possible to update previous measurement blocks even if the results are received with a delay or in a mixed
order.

3 DENSITY

As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2, we have created the maps grouped by different Blue teams. It is
probably apparent that there is a problem of fitting the data from all 20 Blue teams on the screen at once. For
example, even if a services would be represented by a single pixel, more than half of the 11,000+ services
would not fit on the longer edge of a 4K display. This would also sacrifice usability — our experiments
indicated that in order for the operator to be able to click on a specific block for more information the
block dimensions should be at least 6x6 pixels. Similar minimum requirements apply for font sizes. When
taking these into account, only a small fraction of measurements would fit on the screen at one time. On
a single display, this results in the need to scroll the service map and hinders SA. Nevertheless, our goal is
to show as much data points as possible simultaneously without sacrificing usability, therefore in our initial
implementation we made a compromise create separate views for each team.

We need displays with larger resolution, however, 5K and 8K displays are just emerging, and in reality a
larger map would still not fit onto a 8K display. In other words, larger resolution is better, but we also have
to consider other, more feasible alternatives. First, there is a simple workaround that is even more scalable
— use of multiple displays side-by-side or stacked vertically. It is quite typical for NOC operators to use
many screens to display various dashboards, so it is possible to extend the browser window across multiple
displays. One caveat is that the displays would need to be more or less identical in order to avoid shifts in
size, resolution and pixel density when transitioning from one screen to another. Additionally, the operator
can also zoom out to get a better overview of the map, and zoom back in, when something interesting arises.

4 GROUPING

Within the LS exercise all teams have to maintain identical set of services. This means that the 570 services
that are measured for one team are in essence identical for all Blue teams. This allows us to use various
grouping possibilities and compare different service measurement maps side-by-side (see Fig. 1 and 2).
Currently we have just grouped different teams, but there are also ways of grouping similar services together.
In system monitoring, it is common for a single logical service (e.g., web site) to have multiple checks
measuring different aspects (e.g., presence of correct content, response time, domain name resolution) of
the service. An idea for future development would be to merge these measurements into a single top level
service that could be expanded to display all sub-services.

Furthermore, we have made first steps in providing a dynamic view with the measurements of all 20 Blue
teams side-by-side (see Figure 3 in the appendices). This is still a work in progress, but as mentioned in the
previous section, horizontally increasing the window size will allow to fit more historical data per team into
a single view. We are also looking at fitting longer timeframes onto the screen by increasing the time that is
represented by one block (e.g., 5 minutes, 15 minutes, etc.). Although some preciseness in color coding is
lost, it is still possible to distinguish problematic services and areas of interest.

5 FEEDBACK

Based on the feedback for the 2016 LS exercise, the tool proved useful and effective in providing improved
situational awareness for all relevant actors (i.e., Blue, Red, Green, Yellow and White teams). Blue teams
could see the status of their services according to the exercise availability scoring system. Red team had the
additional information on the availability of the attacked services without having to run their own tests. For
the Green and Yellow team operators, the system served as a monitoring tool that displays the availability
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and service problems from the players’ (i.e., Blue teams’) perspective. The exercise leaders, the White team,
acquired information about the performance of the Blue teams as well as any infrastructure failures that were
not part of the exercise scenario.

6 CONCLUSION

We have developed the SERVICE MEASUREMENT MAP in-house for the past year. Initial feedback is
promising, but there is still room for improvement. After all, we have not solved our initial objective of
fitting all the relevant information on a single comprehensible view yet. To restate our goal, we would like to
display comparable service information from all teams with reasonable amount of historical data points (at
least several hours) in as single view, as this would enable visual comparison of Blue team performance as
well as identification of similar events that affect all Blue teams simultaneously (e.g., infrastructure failure,
Red team attack, etc.).

7 FUTURE WORK

The project is still ongoing and we are working on various improvements for the 2017 LS exercise. In
addition to several smaller functionality developments mentioned in this paper, we have some more advanced
target objectives as well. Primarily, the current application presents a purely 2D image, however, we are also
looking at ways to make use of more complex hierarchical or 3D visualizations. For example, stacking
multiple service maps so that problematic services which are common across many Blue teams will stand
out with a higher column. Alternatively, heat maps could offer similar output.

Even though the primary purpose of the tool was to visualize large-scale cyber defense exercises, the
next practical step would be to evaluate SERVICE MEASUREMENT MAP in a real 24/7 operational NOC.
By giving a better visual overview, we believe that this tool would improve their situation awareness. De-
ployment should be straightforward, as the tool is compatible with the output of most popular monitoring
systems (e.g., Nagios, Icinga, Zabbix, etc.) that are capable of logging their service measurements.
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Appendices

Figure 1: Over 400,000 measurements within 7.5 hours for one of the LS Blue teams visualized on the
SERVICE MEASUREMENT MAP
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Figure 2: Although the map for another team looks different, similar vertical patterns, indicated with a blue
arrow in both figures, were present for all 20 Blue teams as a result of a core router malfunction
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Figure 3: All teams shown side-by-side. Currently, only a 10-minute timeframe is displayed per team due to
space constraints.
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